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Abstract
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the current state-of-the-art meta-algorithm
for volumetric segmentation of medical data, for example, to localize COVID-19 infected
tissue on computer tomography scans or the detection of tumour volumes in magnetic
resonance imaging. A key limitation of 3D CNNs on voxelised data is that the memory consumption grows cubically with the training data resolution. Occupancy networks
(O-Nets) are an alternative for which the data is represented continuously in a function
space and 3D shapes are learned as a continuous decision boundary. While O-Nets are
significantly more memory efficient than 3D CNNs, they are limited to simple shapes,
are relatively slow at inference, and have not yet been adapted for 3D semantic segmentation of medical data. Here, we propose Occupancy Networks for Semantic Segmentation
(OSS-Nets) to accurately and memory-efficiently segment 3D medical data. We build
upon the original O-Net with modifications for increased expressiveness leading to improved segmentation performance comparable to 3D CNNs, as well as modifications for
faster inference. We leverage local observations to represent complex shapes and prior
encoder predictions to expedite inference. We showcase OSS-Net’s performance on 3D
brain tumour and liver segmentation against a function space baseline (O-Net), a performance baseline (3D residual U-Net), and an efficiency baseline (2D residual U-Net).
OSS-Net yields segmentation results similar to the performance baseline and superior to
the function space and efficiency baselines. In terms of memory efficiency, OSS-Net consumes comparable amounts of memory as the function space baseline, somewhat more
memory than the efficiency baseline and significantly less than the performance baseline.
As such, OSS-Net enables memory-efficient and accurate 3D semantic segmentation that
can scale to high resolutions.
Code and trained models are available at https://github.com/
ChristophReich1996/OSS-Net.
© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Introduction

Transferring established 2D deep learning solutions, such as CNNs, to dense 3D data entails various issues. A significant limitation of this approach, is the increased computational
complexity and memory consumption for processing dense 3D volumes. Nonetheless, stateof-the-art approaches for segmenting 3D medical data rely on 3D CNNs [4, 5, 9, 18, 25, 27].
The main drawback of training 3D CNNs, to learn a voxelised mapping, is the cubic growth
of the memory and computational complexity with the training voxel resolution [22]. In practice, the available GPU memory limits the voxel resolution, resulting in trade-offs between
memory usage, segmentation resolution, model capacity, and inference speed [19, 27, 41].
Deep learning approaches that leverage 3D representations beyond dense voxelized volumes are available to overcome the cubical complexity of 3D CNNs [13, 22, 33, 36]. Implicit
neural representations, such as occupancy networks [22], have been proposed for various 3D
learning tasks [6, 23, 29]. O-Nets learn a continuous decision boundary in a function space
to represent 3D shapes. Predicting occupancy values in training, instead of a dense voxelised representation, enables O-Nets to be significantly more memory efficient than CNNs
on 3D data [22]. Despite the memory efficiency, O-Nets are relatively slow at inference and
their expressiveness is limited in comparison to CNNs [22, 30]. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, O-Nets have not yet been modified to jointly overcome these shortcomings in
3D segmentation, or to segment 3D medical data.

Figure 1: Brain tumour segmentation results of OSS-Net (config. C) on the BraTS 2020
dataset [2]. Brain tumour prediction in yellow  and label in green . 2D MRI slice (Tc1
modality) overlaid with the corresponding voxelized prediction or label on the left and the
corresponding extracted mesh on the right. Best viewed in color.
In this study, we propose Occupancy Networks for Semantic Segmentation to combine
the performance of 3D CNNs with the memory efficiency of O-Nets while avoiding the drawbacks of the respective methods. We modify the original O-Net architecture by leveraging
local observations. This enables OSS-Net to represent more complex 3D shapes, such as the
fine tumour structure depicted in Figure 1. Inference speed is improved by utilising a prior
prediction of the OSS-Net encoder as an initial state of the inference approach. We demonstrate the performance on the BraTS 2020 dataset for 3D brain segmentation [1, 2, 21] and
the LiTS dataset for 3D liver segmentation [3]. On both datasets, OSS-Net significantly surpass the original O-Net’s segmentation performance, while being similarly memory efficient.
OSS-Net performs on par in segmentation accuracy with the voxelised baseline (3D residual
U-Net [9, 27]) for brain tumour segmentation while falling slightly short of this baseline on
the smaller LiTS dataset. OSS-Net makes it feasible to scale to high voxel resolutions (5123 )
while the memory consumption remains manageable.
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Related Work

Recent approaches towards memory efficient processing of three-dimensional data with deep
neural networks can be clustered into two categories. The first category is based around
making existing 3D CNNs architectures more efficient. RevNet by Gomez et al. [14] is an
example of this and employs mathematically reversible building blocks, avoiding the need to
store all activations during training. Brugger et al. employed this approach for semantic segmentation of 3D medical data, achieving a 30% reduction in memory cost in comparison to a
baseline 3D U-Net [4]. Another avenue towards increased efficiency of existing CNNs is to
utilise sparse convolutions, as proposed by [8, 15]. This approach is of limited applicability
to medical data, where the required spare data is seldom given [3, 21]. A practical approach
for increasing the memory efficiency of 3D biomedical segmentation with CNNs is, to reduce the 3D segmentation problem to a 2D problem by slicing and utilising a 2D CNN, for
example, a 2D U-Net [31, 32, 42, 43]. While these approaches can achieve high memory
efficiency, they inherit the strong limiting assumption that a certain 3D segmentation task
can be solved in 2D [12, 31], neglecting 3D relations and limiting their applicability to general 3D problems [34]. Recent refined slicing-based approaches also include an additional
hand-designed fusion step, adding complexity to the segmentation pipeline [31, 42].
The second category is to consider alternative approaches to represent 3D data beyond
voxelised volumes, such as 3D point clouds or 3D meshes. Both representations have recently been used to perform 3D semantic segmentation [13, 16, 33, 36]. 3D point cloud
methods typically require heavy post-processing, and the available GPU memory limits 3D
mesh approaches [22]. Furthermore, both 3D point cloud and 3D mesh approaches are challenging to apply to dense and high-resolution 3D medical data.
An alternative representation that is potentially significantly more efficient was recently
proposed by Mescheder et al. [22]. The proposed O-Net learns a continuous decision boundary in a 3D function space to reconstruct a 3D shape. The resulting continuous decision
boundary can be extracted at an arbitrary resolution. Compared to voxelised architectures,
O-Nets have a vastly higher memory efficiency since the typically used CNN decoder is replaced with a fully-connected occupancy decoder [22].
Occupancy networks and related implicit representation approaches, such as [6, 23, 29],
are memory efficient yet limited to represent simple 3D shapes and do not generalize well
to unseen shapes [30]. This issue is mainly caused by the lack of local features in the occupancy decoder [30]. To overcome this limitation, multiple extensions have been proposed
[7, 11, 24, 30, 35, 38]. These extensions are either not applicable to the task of 3D semantic
segmentation, require highly complex architectures, or sacrifice memory efficiency.

3

Occupancy Networks for Semantic Segmentation

An occupancy network is described by the learnable mapping fθ : R3 × X → [0, 1] [22]. The
mapping is parameterised by θ . The inputs are a 3D location p ∈ R3 and an observation
x ∈ X . The output is the occupancy probability o ∈ [0, 1] that describes whether the input
location lies within or outside a continuous decision boundary. In the case of semantic segmentation, the observation x is a 3D volume that is encoded by a 3D CNN to a global latent
representation xl . Since only a global representation xl of the observation x is produced, the
occupancy network fθ (p, x) cannot capture small details in practice [30].
To overcome the lack of local information in our OSS-Net occupancy encoder, we extend
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the original learnable mapping fθ to
fθ : R3 × X × Z → [0, 1] ,

(1)

with a local observation z ∈ Z as an additional input. The local observation z is a local 3D
patch sampled from the global observation x centered at the 3D location p which is encoded
to a local latent representation. Employing a local latent representation for each location as
the input to the occupancy encoder solves the issue of missing local information. Equation
1 can readily be adapted to multi-class segmentation by chaining the last layer to predict a
softmax vector instead of a scalar occupancy probability.

3.1

Architecture

We implemented OSS-Net, described by Equation 1 as a deep neural network composed
of three main components. An overview of the OSS-Net architecture is provided in Figure
2. First, the 3D CNN encoder maps a downscaled input volume to a global latent vector.
Second, the patch encoder, consisting of two 3D convolutions, encodes n 3D patches and
produces n local latent vectors. Third, based on the global and the n corresponding local
latent vectors, the fully connected occupancy decoder produces an occupancy probability
prediction for each of the n input coordinates.

Figure 2: Architecture of the OSS-Net, with downscaled global volume, n local 3D patches,
and n 3D locations (in orange ) as inputs. The 3D CNN encoder (in yellow ) extracts
a global latent vector (in green ). The patch encoder produces n local latent vectors (in
green ). The global and local latent vectors as well as the n 3D locations are concatenated
and fed into five residual fully connected blocks with conditional batch normalization (β &
γ predicted parameters) to produce n occupancy probability predictions (in purple ). Best
viewed in color.
The task-specific 3D CNN encoder (Fig. 3) exhibits a ResNet [17] like architecture. We
utilise output skip-connections in the encoder, as introduced by [38]. These incorporate features of each encoder stage directly into the global latent vector. The output of the lowest
encoder stage predicts a low-resolution voxelized segmentation of the input volume. This
segmentation is used in an auxiliary loss during training (Sec. 3.2). At inference the seg-
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mentation is used to speed up the dense segmentation extraction approach (Sec. 3.3).

Figure 3: Residual 3D CNN encoder with output skip-connections. Operations indicated
with an arrow, feature tensors colored in yellow  and intermediated latent tensors visualized in green . Channel dimensions shown in feature tensors are corresponding to BraTS
network setting. Best viewed in color.

3.2

Training and Evaluation

Training the neural network, fθ (p, x, z) (Eq. 1), was approached by sampling n 3D locations
p and corresponding local patches z from the input volume x to be segmented. The predicted
occupancy probabilities were supervised by a binary cross-entropy loss (first term)
L=−

1 k n
∑ ∑ [oi j log( fθ (pi j , xi , zi j )) + (1 − oi j ) log(1 − fθ (pi j , xi , zi j ))]
k n i=1
j=1
−α

1 k w
∑ ∑ [yim log( fθe (xi )m )) + (1 − yim ) log(1 − fθe (xi )m )] . (2)
k w i=1
m=1

The main loss (first term) is computed over n sampled locations, with it’s corresponding
ground truth label o, in a mini-batch of size k.
Sampling n 3D locations from the global volume is performed by uniform sampling and
border region sampling. In the border region sampling, one half of the locations are sampled
uniformly from the 25 voxel wide border of the ground truth segmentation hull. The other
half of the location is sampled uniformly over the whole volume.
To guide the encoder to learn relevant features for the segmentation, we employed and
auxiliary endocer loss in addition the main occupancy loss (Equation 2 second term). The
auxiliary loss (Equation 2 second term) is also a binary cross-entropy loss, computed between the low-resolution voxelized segmentation (voxels indexed by m) prediction of the
encoder segmentation mapping fθe : X → X̂ and the downsampled ground truth voxelised
label y. The weighting factor α ∈ R was 0.1.
We followed the original O-Net approach, uniformly sampling 217 locations and patches
from the global volume, to validate the OSS-Net during training [22]. The resulting occupancy predictions and corresponding labels were utilised to compute the Intersection over
|o ∩ ô|
2|o ∩ ô|
Union (IoU) |o
∪ ô| and the Dice score |o|+|ô| between the sampled ground truth labels o and
the corresponding predictions ô.
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Inference

At inference time, the goal is to extract the predicted decision boundary of the OSS-Net.
This can be done by utilizing the Multiresolution IsoSurface Extraction (MISE) [22] algorithm proposed with the original O-Net. We built upon this approach with the aim to reduce
the runtime while preserving the prediction accuracy.
MISE starts by building an octree and incrementally evaluates the continuous decision

Figure 4: Our improved dense segmentation extraction approach in 2D. Initial upsampled
and thresholded segmentation of the 3D CNN encoder in green , occupied coordinates in
red , unoccupied coordinates in blue , coordinates to be evaluated in gray , and the
current voxelized segmentation in pink . Best viewed in color.
boundary [22]. In the next step, the produced dense prediction is used to extract a mesh
which is subsequently smoothed [22]. An example of a mesh extracted with this approach is
shown in Figure 1. Medical use-cases typically only require dense voxelised predictions and
we omitted the mesh extraction and smoothing in practice. We refer to MISE without mesh
extraction and smoothing as the original O-Net inference approach.
Our modified inference approach (Fig. 4) utilises the low-resolution dense prediction
of the encoder as the initial state of the octree. This results in faster inference since fewer
locations have to be evaluated by the OSS-Net decoder. The low-resolution encoder segmentation is thresholded and used to determine which locations are occupied in the initial octree.
All unoccupied locations are evaluated by the OSS-Net decoder to complete the first evaluation stage. In the following stages, the voxels of the current segmentation are subdivided
and then refined by additional network evaluations. This process is repeated until the desired
resolution is reached. If the desired resolution surpasses the resolution of the data sample,
patches can be queried from the sample using trilinear interpolation. A 2D visualization of
OSS-Net’s expedited inference approach is presented in Figure 4.

4

Experiments

We analyse the segmentation performance (Tab. 2 & 1), memory consumption (Tab. 3 & Fig.
6), and inference speed (Fig. 5) of the proposed OSS-Net in binary semantic segmentation
experiments on the BraTS 2020 and the LiTS challenge dataset, and compare these to an
original O-Net and a voxelised CNN baseline. We investigate the efficacy of the proposed
modifications by adding these to the original O-Net incrementally. All segmentation results
are based on 3 training runs with different random seeds, with the best result reported.
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Baselines and Implementation Details

An original O-Net [22] serves as our function space baseline. We employed a basic 3D
ResNet encoder without output skip-connection in the original O-Net. Five residual fully
connected blocks with 512 features were utilised as the occupancy encoder. Conditional
batch normalization [10] between the encoder and decoder was used alongside a concatenation of the global latent vector with the input of the occupancy encoder as in [28] (Fig. 2).
All function space models were trained for 50 epochs with a combination of the Lookahead [39] and RAdam [20] optimiser. The learning rate was 3 × 10−4 except for the weights
of the Padé Activation Units [26], where a learning rate of 10−2 was employed. Each learning rate was decreased by an order of magnitude after 20 and 30 epochs. The Lookahead
optimiser parameters k and α were 5 and 0.8, respectively.
A 3D residual U-Net [9, 25, 27, 40] trained on the binary cross-entropy loss served as
our voxelised performance baseline. The U-Net encoder is comprised of four residual blocks
with 8, 32, 128, and 384 filters, respectively. In the decoder three residual blocks with 128,
32, and 8 respectively are utilised. Group normalization was employed in both the encoder
and decoder [37]. The voxelised baseline was trained for 20 epochs on the same optimiser
configuration as the function space approaches with a learning rate of 10−3 .
We employed a 2D residual U-Net [40] with group normalization [37] as a memoryefficient slicing baseline. Five residual encoder blocks (128, 256, 384, 512, and 640 filters)
and four residual encoder blocks (512, 384, 256, and 128 filters) were used. We used the
same loss and optimiser configuration (learning rate 10−4 ) as for the voxelised baseline for
training (50 epochs). On each dataset, we trained three networks for three separate slice
orientations, to investigate and demonstrate their effect on segmentation performance. We
slice along each spatial dimension (height, width, depth) and choose the best performing
orientation, for a fair comparison.
All training runs were performed on two Nvidia V100 16GB. For all function space
models, we employed a batch size of 8 on the BraTS 2020 dataset experiments and a batch
size of 4 on the LiTS dataset. The voxelised baseline was trained with a batch size of 2. The
slicing baseline used batch size of 32 and 12 for the BraTS 2020 and LiTS datasets, respectively. All inference tests were performed on a single consumer-grade Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti.

4.2

Datasets and Data Augmentation

The BraTS 2020 [1, 2, 21] and the LiTS [3] dataset were utilised for binary semantic segmentation. We trained the networks for segmenting whole brain tumours and full livers on
the the BraTS 2020 and LiTS datasets, respectively. The BraTS 2020 dataset was utilised
in its native resolution of 240 × 240 × 155, which is zero-padded to 256 × 256 × 160. The
variably sized CT scans and pixel-wise labels of the LiTS dataset were resized to a fixed
voxel resolution of 5123 . The voxelised baseline was trained on downscaled CT scans with
2243 voxels, to match the limited available GPU memory of 16GB. At inference time the
predictions are trilinearly upsampled to the native training resolution. For reproducibility
we only employed the publicly available samples of the BraTS 2020 and LiTS dataset. We
split the BraTS 2020 dataset randomly into 320 training and 45 validation samples, as well
as the LiTS dataset into 111 training and 20 validation samples. Flipping, brightness adjustment, and Gaussian noise injection was used for data augmentation. Each augmentation was
applied with a probability of 0.5 for all training runs.
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Experimental Results

We observed a high impact of the sampling strategy on the segmentation performance, in
preliminary experiments. Therefore, we conducted experiments to investigate the effect of
different sampling strategies and the number of sampled locations, summarised in Table 1.
On the BraTS 2020 dataset, the uniform sampling outperforms the border sampling apTable 1: Numerical comparison of different sampling strategies on the BraTS 2020 and LiTS
dataset. OSS-Net variant C (Tab. 2) utilised.
Sampling strategy
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Border
Border
Border

Samples
213
214
215
213
214
215

BraTS 2020
Dice ↑
IoU ↑
0.8816
0.7941
0.8842
0.7991
0.8820
0.7944
0.8380
0.7367
0.8353
0.7333
0.8341
0.7312

LiTS
Dice ↑
0.6844
0.6317
0.6997
0.7596
0.7616
0.7559

IoU ↑
0.5248
0.4709
0.5427
0.6168
0.6201
0.6105

proach, while results on the LiTS dataset are in favor of the border sampling approach. The
best segmentation results were achieved for 214 sampled location, regardless of the dataset.
The segmentation performence dropped slighlty for 213 sampled locations, and merely a single training run converged to a competitive result. The worst LiTS training run with 213
samples and border sampling converged to an IoU of 0.5365. Based on these preliminary
findings, we employed uniform sampling for the experiments on the BraTS 2020 dataset and
border sampling for the LiTS dataset experiments, both with 214 sampled locations.
The segmentation results achieved for various configurations of the proposed OSS-Net,
the voxelised and slicing CNN baselines, as well as the function space baseline are summarised in Table 2. All proposed variants of the OSS-Net outperform the original O-Net in
segmentation performance, on both the BraTS 2020 and the LiTS datasets. The OSS-Net
variant A improves the IoU by 0.203 over the original O-Net on the BraTS 2020 dataset.
Employing the proposed encoder with output skip-connections and the auxiliary loss (variant C & D) increases the Dice score further to 0.8842 and 0.8774, respectively. Using larger
patches with a size of 143 (variants B and D) lead to no significant change in performance.
The best performing OSS-Net variant C performs on par to the voxelised baseline on
the BraTS 2020 dataset, which was better on the smaller (∼ 100 training samples) LiTS
dataset. In comparison to the slicing baseline, OSS-Net variant C achieves better segmentation performance on both datasets. The performance gap, between the explicit 3D methods
(3D residual U-Net, OSS-Net variant C) and the slicing-baseline may be caused by the inherently limited spatial context of the 2D residual U-Net [12, 34]. The slicing baseline is
sensitive to slice orientation with significantly different performance for the different slice
orientations (Tab. 1 footnote).
The memory consumption is presented in Table 3. OSS-Net C is 5 times more memory
efficient than the voxelised baseline during training on the BraTS 2020 dataset, and 10 times
more efficient for inference with 214 locations. On the LiTS dataset, OSS-Net, operating at
the native resolution (5123 ), remains significantly more memory efficient than the voxelised
baseline on a reduced resolution (2243 ). In comparison to the function space baseline, ONet, the proposed OSS-Net variant C requires a maximum of 10% more memory at training.
The slicing baseline requires less memory during training than the OSS-Nets. On the
BraTS 2020 dataset, the 2D residual U-Net consumes half as much memory as the OSS-Net
variant C at training. On the LiTS dataset with a resolution of 5123 , the difference in training
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Table 2: Semantic segmentation results of our approaches and baselines on validation data.
BraTS 2020
LiTS
Model/OSS-Net Configuration
Dice ↑
IoU ↑
Dice ↑
IoU ↑
3D residual U-Net (voxelised baseline)
0.8827
0.7995
0.7888
0.6558
2D residual U-Net (slicing baseline)
0.8589?
0.7658?
0.6674†
0.5233†
O-Net (function space baseline) [22]
0.7016
0.5615
0.6506
0.4842
+ patch encoder w/ small patches 73 (OSS-Net A)
0.8592
0.7644
0.7127
0.5579
0.8541
0.7572
0.7585
0.6154
+ avg. pooled intermediate patches 143 (OSS-Net B)
A + encoder skip-con. & aux. loss (OSS-Net C)
0.8842
0.7991
0.7616
0.6201
B + encoder skip-con. & aux. loss (OSS-Net D)
0.8774
0.7876
0.7566
0.6150
? Best slice depth orientated (height slice IoU 0.7269, Dice 0.8360; width slice IoU 0.7300, Dice 0.8369).
† Best slice width orientated (height slice IoU 0.2732, Dice 0.1673; depth slice did not converge).

memory usage between the slicing baseline and OSS-Net variant C reduces to 0.9GB. At
inference, the memory for the OSS-Net variant C and the slicing baseline is roughly similar.
Processing a single slice per forward pass of the 2D residual U-Net results in a runtime
of 5s for a full prediction on the BraTS 2020 dataset. When Utilizing multiple slices per
forward pass this is reduced to 2.5s, similar to the inference runtime of the OSS-Net (characteristically 2.6s, see Fig. 5). Processing multiple slices, per forward pass of the 2D U-Net,
yields a linear increase in memory usage relative to the number of processed slices, resulting
in a trade-off between inference speed and memory consumption, which OSS-Net avoids.
We analysed the effect of the number of locations on the inference runtime (Fig. 5), as
Table 3: GPU memory consumption of our networks and baselines. Inference GPU memory
usage of the network evaluation step (Fig. 4) for different number of sampled locations.
BraTS 2020
LiTS
Model/
OSS-Net
Training
Inference
Inference
Training
Inference
Inference
Configuration
214 loc.
214 locations
217 locations
214 loc.
214 locations
217 locations
3D res. U-Net
14.41GB
3.57GB (dense pred.)
14.41GB?
3.57GB (dense pred.)†
2d res. U-Net
1.16GB‡
0.46GB (slice pred.)‡
4.29GB‡
1.20GB (slice pred.)‡
O-Net [22]
2.35GB
0.29GB
1.93GB
5.07GB
1.47GB
1.99GB
OSS-Net A
2.58GB
0.39GB
2.73GB
5.18GB
1.50GB
2.35GB
OSS-Net B
2.76GB
0.48GB
3.45GB
5.21GB
1.53GB
2.53GB
OSS-Net C
2.59GB
0.39GB
2.73GB
5.19GB
1.51GB
2.35GB
OSS-Net D
2.76GB
0.48GB
3.46GB
5.22GB
1.53GB
2.53GB
? Memory usage when trained on reduced resolution (2243 ). Memory usage at native resolution > 110GB.
† Memory usage on downsampled resolution (2243 ) with prediction upsampled to native res. (5123 ).
‡ Memory usage for processing a single slice (native res.), memory increases linearly for multiple slices.

the maximum number of locations evaluated per forward pass affects the memory consumption significantly (Tab. 3 & Fig. 6). We also measured the runtime of the original O-Net
inference approach in conjunction with OSS-Net variant C and compared this to the modified inference approach. Runtimes were averaged over the whole BraTS 2020 validation
dataset, with an initial octree resolution of one-quarter of the BraTS 2020 resolution.
The improved inference approach achieves a two times faster inference than the original
approach, regardless of the maximum number of locations processed. The runtime for both
inference approaches remained constant for 212 and more maximum locations processed in
a single forward pass (Fig. 5). Taking both inference speed and memory consumption (Fig.
6) into account, an optimal maximum number of locations is in the range of 212 to 214 . We
evaluated the disagreement between voxel predictions for both inference approaches to be
merely 5.9658 · 10−4 % on the BraTS 2020 validation set. This demonstrates that the pro-
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posed inference approach retains segmentation performance, while begin two times faster.

Figure 5: Inference runtimes for different maximum locations per encoder forward
pass on the BraTS 2020 validation set. Standard O-Net inference approach in green ,
our improved inference approach in yellow
. OSS-Net variant C employed.

5

Figure 6: GPU memory consumption of
a full inference forward pass for different
number of sampled locations and patches
(only OSS-Net C). O-Net baseline in blue
, our OSS-Net C in orange . BraTS
2020 resolution utilised.

Conclusion

We propose OSS-Net for memory-efficient and high-resolution semantic segmentation of 3D
medical data in function space. OSS-Net employs local observations to overcome the limited expressiveness of the original occupancy networks, achieving segmentation performance
comparable to state-of-the-art 3D CNN approaches. We experimentally demonstrated the
subsequent significantly increased segmentation accuracy in comparison to the original ONet, as well as in comparison to an efficiency baseline (slicing based approach, 2D residual
U-Net). Compared to a voxelised CNN performance baseline (3D residual U-Net), OSS-Net
performs on par in segmentation accuracy in the brain tumour segmentation on the BraTS
2020 dataset, while falling slightly short on a dataset with limited training data (∼ 100 liver
segmentation samples, LiTS dataset). OSS-Net vastly outperforms the function space and
efficient baselines on the latter more challenging dataset.
In terms of training memory consumption (for a given resolution), OSS-Net is similarly
efficient to the O-Net and in excess of 5 times more memory efficient than the voxelised
CNN baseline (and 10 times more efficient at inference). In comparison to the efficient
baseline, OSS-Net requires more memory at training (2.6GB in comparison to 1.2GB) and
a similar amount during inference. Both memory requirements are feasible with mid-range
consumer GPUs, and OSS-Net has the additional advantage of being able to capture 3D relations. The proposed OSS-Net inference approach, that leverages prior encoder predictions,
improves the inference speed by a factor of two in comparison to the original O-Net. In
summary, OSS-Net combines the strong segmentation performance of the voxelised CNN
performance baseline with the memory efficiency of the original O-Net, enabling accurate,
fast and memory efficient 3D semantic segmentation that can scale to high resolutions.
Future work may consider a more principled approach to choosing the best sampling
strategies, beyond the ablation study presented here. For example, using the network’s confidence of past predictions could be employed to achieve an adaptive sampling strategy.
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